
STATE COLLEGE ALLIANCE CHURCH

Grassroots support by 118 members—representing 

both the church and the Christian School and led by the 

Building Expansion Team—enabled quick and almost 

unanimous membership approvals at every stage.

Church leaders and their congregations often wonder 

when it’s the right time to expand or renovate, whether in 

a small or significant way. For State College Alliance Church 

in Pennsylvania, it all started in April of 2013 at a special 

service celebrating the burning of their mortgage. 

While a momentous and satisfying accomplishment, 

it wasn’t long after that, when they asked themselves, 

“What’s next?”  There was no pressure to do anything, but 

they were aware that any future vision would be a process 

and likely take a long time to achieve.
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There’s a lot of entrepreneurship that goes along with being so close to a major university campus. That culture 

and spirit of entrepreneurship is indicative of SCA’s membership; however, because they are also located in  

central Pennsylvania, there’s a conservative vein as well. According to Scott Long, leader of the building committee, 

“We’re entrepreneur-like, but not careless. There’s a neat balance between creativity and thoroughness that has 

not always been easy to figure out.”

Project Status

According to Scott and Aaron, “We’ve been very impressed with Horst personnel at every level; they are truly 

quality people. Most importantly, we are able to trust them. They are responsible, responsive, faith-based  

people. The Master Planning process was exceptional.”  Currently the steel structure is being erected and the  

completion date is estimated at late Spring 2017.

About Horst: Comprehensive Design and Construction

At Horst Construction, we are here to listen first—then build what matters to you. We work as a team to ensure 

your goals are achieved—beyond your expectations. With over a century of church design and construction  

experience, church projects are very special to Horst Construction. 

We recognize that your project is an integral part of achieving God’s vision for your congregation, and we support 

that vision by helping you cultivate plans, church designs, and cost-conscious construction that will result in a 

new, beautiful, functional space.

Pastor Aaron Henning,
State College Alliance Church



How It All Began
State College Alliance (SCA) started as a very small church, 

founded in 1961 by 12 members. By 1975, the church  

resided in a nearby, more urban location and had grown  

to 125 members. By the mid-1990s, they had grown to  

accommodate three Sunday services and were bursting at 

the seams. The leaders always looked at the building as a 

larger ministry platform to reach more people, so when  

the current site became available in 1994, they purchased 

the property, starting construction in 1997. By 2000, the  

building was completed and as a result, Phase I of the  

Master Plan—creating a larger platform—was in place.  

At that time, they had about 500 people attending their 

Sunday morning services.

The Christian School, a separate entity from the church  

and consisting of grades K-8, overlaps use of the church  

facility on weekdays. In addition to running out of space for 

expanding enrollment at its Christian School, the church’s 

Sunday services, once again, were filled to capacity. With 

over 700 attendees strong, something big had to happen.

Moving Forward

Early on, there was a sense to move forward on this  

project. Scott Long, an active church member and builder by  

trade, initially led the building expansion team, while a 

sub-committee interviewed several possible construction 

companies, eventually narrowing the search to two  

finalists. According to Scott, faith was there to help in 

the decision-making, clearly guiding the committee to 

select Horst Construction. Pastor Aaron Henning was  

thankful that someone like Scott, who owns another 

construction company, was objective enough to take 

the lead and work with Horst. After the church’s  

February membership meeting, the Elder Board officially 

appointed Scott to lead the building expansion team, 

keeping in mind that every major improvement had to 

be pre-approved by the membership.

Master Planning Process

The process started in May of 2015, with sketches and 

decisions due by the end of the summer; so, this was 

definitely a fast track plan. The Building Expansion Team 

(BET)—consisting of fifteen task forces (eight from the 

church and seven from the school)—received input from 

118 individuals representing both the church and school. 

It was decided early on to create a  

Family Life Center that would serve 

future generations and to utilize Horst 

Construction’s Master Planning Process, 

led by Rick Lown, Registered Architect, 

to synthesize a solution.

The process was dynamic and required considerable 

orchestration. While these numbers are larger than typical, 

grassroots support for this project allowed for quick  

and almost unanimous membership approvals later on. 

Before anything was decided, the team—through  

facilitated discussions led by Rick—revealed its dreams, 

ideas, and needs. Next, Horst worked with the entire  

committee to explore its programming needs and functional 

requirements, as well as evaluate current and future space  

efficiencies. This journey brought the staff of both the 

church and school closer together as they learned more 

about each other, as well as each other’s mission. Once 

each organization understood where the other was  

‘coming from’, they were more compassionate and  

empathetic when evaluating choices and making  

decisions. For instance, security was critical to the school  

as it is a huge issue within today’s society, so it needed to  

be addressed as part of the entire project. 

The Master Plan itself included the development of the  

site and floor plans, phasing approach, detailed scope of 

work, and budget. Horst has a lot of experience facilitating 

large groups for the purposes of Master Planning and 

while that knowledge expedited the process, every aspect 

was carefully considered and evaluated. At the culmination 

of this process, a virtual tour was created to share with the 

congregation, so they could visualize their new Family  

Life Center. 

The Pastor’s Perspective
According to Aaron Henning, Pastor, “Even before the  

project planning began, I was informed that a lot of  

pastors leave after a major building project because they 

are distracted by the disruptions, meetings, and fundraising 

cycles. I didn’t want that to be me and at the same time,  

I didn’t want construction to take away from my primary 

responsibilities. The advice I was given was to let this be the 

church’s project, not my project. Scott has been an invalu-

able part of this project and the entire process. I don’t know 

how we could have accomplished a project of this mag-

nitude without highly committed, capable leaders, team 

members, and partners with a great deal of integrity, 

like Horst. I have felt comfortable from the beginning 

that my role is about encouragement, so that’s where  

I keep my focus. I believe that to make this a success  

for us and the community, we have to be preparing  

personally and work on our spiritual relationship with 

God and with each other.”

Fundraising, or Not
State College Alliance had decided early on to ask for 

anonymous donations and pledges. In addition, they 

chose not to hire an outside fundraising consultant. 

Miraculously, the money came in when needed and  

the bank was supportive, enabling the church to 

proceed with a phased approach beginning this past 

September. This methodology has been tremendously  

successful for SCA. The capital campaign began in 

August of 2015 and was completed in January 2016! 

Furthermore, the final vote for the plan passed with 

over 90% membership approval.

Every church project typically includes 

spirituality as part of its journey.  

For State College Alliance Church, the  

BET and Horst formed a prayer circle at  

their first meeting, as well as before each 

subsequent meeting. 



How It All Began
State College Alliance (SCA) started as a very small church, 

founded in 1961 by 12 members. By 1975, the church  

resided in a nearby, more urban location and had grown  

to 125 members. By the mid-1990s, they had grown to  

accommodate three Sunday services and were bursting at 

the seams. The leaders always looked at the building as a 

larger ministry platform to reach more people, so when  

the current site became available in 1994, they purchased 

the property, starting construction in 1997. By 2000, the  

building was completed and as a result, Phase I of the  

Master Plan—creating a larger platform—was in place.  

At that time, they had about 500 people attending their 

Sunday morning services.

The Christian School, a separate entity from the church  

and consisting of grades K-8, overlaps use of the church  

facility on weekdays. In addition to running out of space for 

expanding enrollment at its Christian School, the church’s 

Sunday services, once again, were filled to capacity. With 

over 700 attendees strong, something big had to happen.

Moving Forward

Early on, there was a sense to move forward on this  

project. Scott Long, an active church member and builder by  

trade, initially led the building expansion team, while a 

sub-committee interviewed several possible construction 

companies, eventually narrowing the search to two  

finalists. According to Scott, faith was there to help in 

the decision-making, clearly guiding the committee to 

select Horst Construction. Pastor Aaron Henning was  

thankful that someone like Scott, who owns another 

construction company, was objective enough to take 

the lead and work with Horst. After the church’s  

February membership meeting, the Elder Board officially 

appointed Scott to lead the building expansion team, 

keeping in mind that every major improvement had to 

be pre-approved by the membership.

Master Planning Process

The process started in May of 2016, with sketches and 

decisions due by the end of the summer; so, this was 

definitely a fast track plan. The Building Expansion Team 

(BET)—consisting of fifteen task forces (eight from the 

church and seven from the school)—received input from 

118 individuals representing both the church and school. 

It was decided early on to create a  

Family Life Center that would serve 

future generations and to utilize Horst 

Construction’s Master Planning Process, 

led by Rick Lown, Registered Architect, 

to synthesize a solution.

The process was dynamic and required considerable 

orchestration. While these numbers are larger than typical, 

grassroots support for this project allowed for quick  

and almost unanimous membership approvals later on. 

Before anything was decided, the team—through  

facilitated discussions led by Rick—revealed its dreams, 

ideas, and needs. Next, Horst worked with the entire  

committee to explore its programming needs and functional 

requirements, as well as evaluate current and future space  

efficiencies. This journey brought the staff of both the 

church and school closer together as they learned more 

about each other, as well as each other’s mission. Once 

each organization understood where the other was  

‘coming from’, they were more compassionate and  

empathetic when evaluating choices and making  

decisions. For instance, security was critical to the school  

as it is a huge issue within today’s society, so it needed to  

be addressed as part of the entire project. 

The Master Plan itself included the development of the  

site and floor plans, phasing approach, detailed scope of 

work, and budget. Horst has a lot of experience facilitating 

large groups for the purposes of Master Planning and 

while that knowledge expedited the process, every aspect 

was carefully considered and evaluated. At the culmination 

of this process, a virtual tour was created to share with the 

congregation, so they could visualize their new Family  

Life Center. 

The Pastor’s Perspective
According to Aaron Henning, Pastor, “Even before the  

project planning began, I was informed that a lot of  

pastors leave after a major building project because they 

are distracted by the disruptions, meetings, and fundraising 

cycles. I didn’t want that to be me and at the same time,  

I didn’t want construction to take away from my primary 

responsibilities. The advice I was given was to let this be the 

church’s project, not my project. Scott has been an invalu-

able part of this project and the entire process. I don’t know 

how we could have accomplished a project of this mag-

nitude without highly committed, capable leaders, team 

members, and partners with a great deal of integrity, 

like Horst. I have felt comfortable from the beginning 

that my role is about encouragement, so that’s where  

I keep my focus. I believe that to make this a success  

for us and the community, we have to be preparing  

personally and work on our spiritual relationship with 

God and with each other.”

Fundraising, or Not
State College Alliance had decided early on to ask for 

anonymous donations and pledges. In addition, they 

chose not to hire an outside fundraising consultant. 

Miraculously, the money came in when needed and  

the bank was supportive, enabling the church to 

proceed with a phased approach beginning this past 

September. This methodology has been tremendously  

successful for SCA. The capital campaign began in 

August of 2015 and was completed in January 2016! 

Furthermore, the final vote for the plan passed with 

over 90% membership approval.

Every church project typically includes 

spirituality as part of its journey.  

For State College Alliance Church, the  

BET and Horst formed a prayer circle at  

their first meeting, as well as before each 

subsequent meeting. 
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Grassroots support by 118 members—representing 

both the church and the Christian School and led by the 

Building Expansion Team—enabled quick and almost 

unanimous membership approvals at every stage.

Church leaders and their congregations often wonder 

when it’s the right time to expand or renovate, whether in 

a small or significant way. For State College Alliance Church 

in Pennsylvania, it all started in April of 2013 at a special 

service celebrating the burning of their mortgage. 

While a momentous and satisfying accomplishment, 

it wasn’t long after that, when they asked themselves, 

“What’s next?”  There was no pressure to do anything, but 

they were aware that any future vision would be a process 

and likely take a long time to achieve.
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There’s a lot of entrepreneurship that goes along with being so close to a major university campus. That culture 

and spirit of entrepreneurship is indicative of SCA’s membership; however, because they are also located in  

central Pennsylvania, there’s a conservative vein as well. According to Scott Long, leader of the building committee, 

“We’re entrepreneur-like, but not careless. There’s a neat balance between creativity and thoroughness that has 

not always been easy to figure out.”

Project Status

According to Scott and Aaron, “We’ve been very impressed with Horst personnel at every level; they are truly 

quality people. Most importantly, we are able to trust them. They are responsible, responsive, faith-based  

people. The Master Planning process was exceptional.”  Currently the steel structure is being erected and the  

completion date is estimated at late Spring 2017.

About Horst: Comprehensive Design and Construction

At Horst Construction, we are here to listen first—then build what matters to you. We work as a team to ensure 

your goals are achieved—beyond your expectations. With over a century of church design and construction  

experience, church projects are very special to Horst Construction. 

We recognize that your project is an integral part of achieving God’s vision for your congregation, and we support 

that vision by helping you cultivate plans, church designs, and cost-conscious construction that will result in a 

new, beautiful, functional space.

Pastor Aaron Henning,
State College Alliance Church
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